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Dear Investors and my dear advisor friends;

This �me around I am dedica�ng my wri�ng to the ques�ons that are top of mind today for all 
investors and industry par�cipants alike. I travel a lot and I meet a lot of investors as well as investors' 
advisors and from my conversa�ons with them I gather the ques�ons that are put forth below. But 
before I get into detailing the ques�ons and before I put myself into your shoes as well as share my 
perspec�ve on them, I would like to clarify something. 

I presume that you are not interested in managing your own money; maybe that's not your calling 
because you are driven by something else or you have taken it that you do not have the necessary 
wherewithal to manage your own money and hence you have entrusted it to managers like Mo�lal 
Oswal AMC to manage it and produce results for you. When you entrust money to someone, clearly 
the key word is “trust” which you need to  and the manager needs to uphold.

Let me first step into your shoes at the �me of the decision making process - selec�ng a por�olio manager for my money first.

If I entrust my money to one of you and you ask me the following ques�on: “Aashish, what would make you trust me as a manager to 
whom you entrust your money in the equity markets?”

I would answer this ques�on as follows:
1)   What is the long term track record and background of the firm?
2)   Is this long term track record backed by some kind of process? Is the track record likely to be sustained and given a context, is this 

track record replicable?
3)   Where do the manager and the func�onaries of the investment company invest themselves? As a wise man once said, “Don’t do  

as I say, do as I do!!!”
4)   What are the prospects of the asset class or the product that I am looking to invest in?
5)  Whose advice should I take before inves�ng? The people whose inputs I am taking, what are they basing their opinions on? 

Hopefully it's not social media feeds or a descending sort of some excel file basis 3 months or 12 months NAVs!
6)   Does their offering suit my investment goal requirements?

Since I am the one raising these ques�ons, I would like to tell you that Mo�lal Oswal Group has been into equity research and stock 
picking in India since 30 years; its founders and the AMC that manages your money, have a total of over ̀  2,900 crs invested in the 
very same investment strategy of Q-G-L-P that you are invested into. Our investment management track record of last 15 years since 
we first started managing money has always been hinged on the very same Q-G-L-P process and it is not today or yesterday or in the 
last one year that it has been formulated. The en�re track record has been delivered by this very same process and it has been 
refined with learnings and experiences over �me. For the rest, read on…

As you will no�ce, what happened in the last one year or is the NAV going up and up all the �me or has it even gone down in the last 
few months is NOT a criterion in the stock markets to make or break trust!!! Ideally one must do the above fact check before 
inves�ng and if not, it's never late, one must ask these ques�ons!!! The reason is that if you “entrust” your money to a manager you 

Aashish P Somaiyaa
(CEO)
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have to “trust” them! Never remain invested with people whom you do not trust and never direct money to a manager by taking advice 
of people whom you do not trust. All the same, never invest in equi�es if all it takes to test your convic�on is a 10% decline in your NAV 
or a few percentage points of underperformance vis-à-vis the index; which by the way has no role to play in you achieving your goals or 
your desired rate of long term return. Indices are more for us to keep score and ensure we are delivering value to our investors.

Why am I sharing all this? That's because the data of investors' behaviour shows clear signs of mistrust according to me. The only 
rela�onship we seem to be sharing with our equity investment is that of a fairweather friend; we are long term investors…. only un�l 
we get a posi�ve return every year; year on year. Why else would it happen that when returns are looking good and investments are 
rewarding investors con�nue to entrust more and more monies to their managers and the moment there is a spate of 6 to 12 down

months, the enthusiasm to invest starts receding.

I get worried when I get communica�on from investors and advisors asking about a 10% decline in the last few weeks or months or a 
few percentage points lag behind the benchmark index. When we fill applica�on forms and cut a cheque or click the “Invest Now” 
bu�on on our friendly app, we are all long term investors. In open audiences with 100s of business men si�ng there when I ask them 
how many days will it take you to increase the profit margin of your business by 5% without cu�ng volumes or if I asked salaried 
individuals how many days or months will it take you to earn a 20% raise they tell me answers ranging anywhere from 1 year to 3 
years!!! Equity inves�ng is about inves�ng in someone else's business so as to get a share of ownership which en�tles us to a share of 
earnings. How can we expect that share prices and NAVs, reflec�ng this change in earnings value materialised through human efforts 
of entrepreneurs, managers and businessmen like you and me would move in a straight line month on month and year on year?

Lastly before I get into the common ques�ons that I have recently come across, let me share an example. If you are on whatspp, 
facebook or even on your email, you must have surely received this message which says that in 1980 if someone had bought Rs 10,000 
worth of Wipro, the value of that holding would be a few 100s of crores as of today. Similar examples abound about buying Infosys or 
HDFC Bank in the 90s or about buying Eicher or Bajaj Finance post 2010. The ques�on that begs answering is; are the investors who 
benefited from this wealth crea�on to be credited for their stock picking? Is it only stock picking? No! These are popular names and 
within the first few years of their journey they did become popular as wealth creators. If there is 10% credit to be given to stock picking I 
daresay 90% of the credit is for “not fixing what ain't broken”. As long as underlying businesses kept growing and these investors did 
not get drawn into reac�ng to last one year's share price movement or trailing PEs and forward PEs or into forecas�ng elec�ons; they 
were able to create wealth for themselves, their families and possibly even the next genera�on of inheritors.

Recently I read a report wri�en by an analyst where he made a 10 year profit forecast of D Mart owner Avenue Supermarts. 
(Disclaimer: Neither me nor Mo�lal Oswal AMC own this stock in any of our por�olios. This is not a recommenda�on, this is an example 
quoted basis publicly available informa�on such as this link here; with the inten�on of bringing out some messages on long term 
wealth crea�on: h�ps://economic�mes.india�mes.com/markets/stocks/news/goldman-sachs-sees-over-50-upside-dmart-should-
you-buy/ar�cleshow/60837359.cms ) There were many interes�ng discussions across media and the analyst invited fair amount of 
cri�cism and ridicule especially on social media. That makes me wonder what would the reac�on have been if in 1995 an analyst came 
with a similar 10 year earnings growth projec�on of 2005 for HDFC Bank or if an analyst came out with a 10 year earnings growth 
projec�on from 2008 �ll 2018 for say Page Industries? Ridicule? Cri�cism? I am sure!!! The problem here is twofold:

1.   When one makes a 10 year projec�on of earnings of companies, of course the company and the sector in which it is, needs to grow 
and of course the management quality has to be top notch for execu�on to play out. Lot of people may not want to believe this or 
stake any investment on this possibility. It's a different thing that they very same people are comfortable staking their investments 
on change in Government policies, Parliamentary processes, a�tudes of promoters, US Fed policy on interest rates, steel prices in 
China and what not!

2.   At the same �me, however great the opportunity for the sector and the company may be, however sure one may be of the 
execu�on quality, what is the point in wri�ng 10 year wealth crea�on reports even if they are screaming “mul�-bagger” wri�en all 
over them; for an audience whose �me horizon is anyway not beyond what happened in the last 1 year or what kind of clouds loom 
over the next year. 

No one can actually forecast at the star�ng point about 10 years or 15 years of a company's growth or its execu�on capabili�es; this is 
laden with uncertain�es along the way, but the key learning to take away from above examples is that as long as companies are 
execu�ng along a path and showing reasonable progress, investors should remain invested. Ups and downs of equity markets are not 
necessarily impac�ng the func�oning of the underlying businesses; the market is just sharing it's percep�on of what is the value of 
what is being delivered and is likely to be delivered. And this percep�on changes over and over again mul�ple �mes, some�mes at very 
short intervals and some�mes for totally unrelated developments.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
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Alongside our own ` 2,900 crs we are managing your money. And our ability to hold great companies and create wealth for all 
stakeholders depends on your ability to control impulsive reac�ons to “avoid fixing what ain't broke”. Wealth is created not by stock 
picking only but having picked stocks it's created by ensuring that “if it ain't broken, don't fix it” and the defini�on of broken is not share 
prices going down. The defini�on of “ain't broken” relates to India's economic growth and the growth in earnings of companies that 
we own in our por�olios. Surely, there will be some companies which may not execute as hypothesised and there could be leads and 
lags, but wealth crea�on is all about staying with the right investments, weeding wrong ones once in a while and riding the en�re 
growth journey of those right ones bought. It is widely documented that the returns on the investments over a period of �me are not 
the returns that the investor actually fetches, the reason is because a�er all the ups and down the investment may eventually fruc�fy 
but impulsive behaviours and fickle investor psychology forces them to bail out at the first hint of vola�lity.

Coming back to the ques�ons:

1)   Why is the bullishness of the index not reflec�ng in our por�olios? In the last one year the index has given double digit returns and 
we are either near zero or low single digits or even nega�ve!

2)   Why is the Sensex and Ni�y at all-�me highs while my por�olio is going nowhere? Should we move money into index funds or  large 
cap funds?

3)   Ni�y is nearly at 12,000 – an all-�me high – is it �me to redeem?
4)   What about elec�ons?

Let me begin by addressing the ques�on on alpha and funds lagging the index. If we want to understand the underperformance of the 
last few months or one year we need to step back to “where it all started”! The current bull phase especially significantly higher inflows 
into equi�es - mutual funds, PMS, AIFs etc. started in 2014 post the general elec�on verdict. So where it all started in May 2014, the 
Ni�y level was 7500. A year later it peaked in September 2015 somewhere around 8950. Around this �me the RBI's asset quality 
review, Chinese devalua�on and resultant crash in commodity prices and oil at $28 resulted in a complete meltdown in markets. By 
January 2016 we were at 6700 on the Ni�y. The markets began an upward grind all over again and we arrived back at 8950 again in 
September 2016. But then demone�sa�on was announced and we found ourselves at 7700 by the end of December 2016, early 2017. 
This clearly shows that while there were intermi�ent spurts in the markets, they were repeatedly followed by earnings 
disappointments and sharp correc�ons. For the years 2015 and 2016 in this so-called “bull run” the markets went nowhere, Ni�y 
moved in a �ght range of about 1500 points. What kind of returns and outperformance did the funds generate in this �me frame? Let's 
see below:

PMS

Calender Year Returns

31-Dec-13

31-Dec-14

31-Dec-15

31-Dec-16

31-Dec-17

CYTD (31-Aug-2018)

6.76%

31.39%

-4.06%

3.67%

28.65%

10.92%

Inception Date 25th Mar 2003 5th Dec 2007 15th Feb 2010

Value Strategy Nifty 50 NTDOP Strategy Nifty 500 IOP Strategy Nifty 
Smallcap 100

2.65%

57.56%

0.43%

2.89%

29.55%

2.32%

18.04%

78.16%

16.03%

14.42%

43.38%

4.84%

3.61%

37.82%

-0.72%

3.84%

35.91%

5.28%

1.60%

48.06%

5.30%

26.11%

51.63%

-18.17%

-8.28%

54.95%

7.21%

2.26%

57.30%

-15.66%

Data clearly shows that for the 2 years when the underlying indices did not return anything the outperformances or alpha were 
3.71%, 27.33% and 21.94% over the corresponding benchmark index as demonstrated above; irrespec�ve of what happened in the 
indices or what kind of strategy we managed, large, mid or small cap. Where did this outperformance come from? And why has it 
dwindled in the last 1 year?

In the previous 3 years the index components of PSU Banks, large companies like Reliance Industries, Commodi�es and Metals, IT, 
Telecom, Pharma, Real Estate all were in a fundamentally weak spot and on the other hand whatever we had held basis strong 
fundamentals like private sectors banks, insurance companies, NBFCs, consumer discre�onary and staples, autos, oil marke�ng 
companies, select capital goods rewarded us. In the last few months, without much significant change in actual fundamental 
performance there has been a rela�ve value rota�on in the markets with money moving to “perceived cheaper” segments of the 
markets even though changes in fundamentals of the laggards named above is s�ll spo�y. That eventually makes those stocks 
expensive and with the huge upmove in the index it's not like owning these is also enabling outperformance. On the other hand, 
whatever we own in our por�olios con�nues to lead on a fundamental basis and will con�nue rewarding us in future.
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We are stock pickers; which means we make fundamental hypothesis on earnings of companies and choose some stocks over the 
others.  Every decision we make is about selec�ng some and by exclusion, deselec�ng many others. Our performance comes from the 
stocks we own and if someone else selects the stocks that we deselect they are set to gain from the performance of those stocks.

But today we are in a market context where in 2017 the en�re MidCap index was up 49%, the BSE Small Cap was up by 57%. They have 
corrected a bit since February 2018 but the large cap index i.e. Ni�y is up over 55% from the 7700 level it hit post demone�sa�on. In 
this scenario, the ques�on that begs an answer is what selec�on or deselec�ons are we talking of and which choices are actually doing 
be�er than indices? Some are doing rela�vely be�er and some are rela�vely worse and barring an excep�on or two prac�cally every 
managed product is behind the underlying benchmark index. The reason is that when the whole market heads up by numbers like 40-
50-60%, stock selec�on doesn't work. Let's take an example – if you are travelling from Chandigarh to Delhi or Ahmedabad to Mumbai 
by Shatabdi Express and the train is running at a speed of say 130 km/h. If you are mandated to arrive in Mumbai faster than the train 
even though you are a passenger si�ng in the train, how would you accomplish such a mandate? If it's a passenger train or any train 
slower than a Shatabdi, you can surely look for alterna�ves and come to Mumbai faster. But if you are on a Shatabdi or on a flight, the 
chances of you doing be�er reduce greatly. Similarly stock picking works when the markets are around averages or trending up or 
trending down or vola�le or range bound. But if the whole market goes up by numbers like 40-50-60% then it is difficult for the ones 
tasked with “selec�ng” stocks; especially when it is widely known that there are a handful of stocks driving especially the Ni�y 
movement making it even riskier to try and outperform. The good news is this doesn't happen o�en. In my 19 years following markets I 
have seen this for probably the first �me where in any �me frame all indices run up 40-50-60%. Hopefully a lot of what I am saying you 
may have come across in the newspapers, I am reproducing a few clippings which clearly talk about how the index movement has not 
reflected in por�olios.

Click on the link to view:  h�ps://epaper.�mesgroup.com/Olive/ODN/TheEconomicTimes/#

Source: Economic Times dated August 29, 2018

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Combined_ratio
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Source: Financial Express dated Aug 21, 2018

Source: Mint dated July 24, 2018

Click on the link to view:  h�p://epaper.financialexpress.com/c/31417100

Click on the link to view:  h�p://epaper.livemint.com/epaper/viewer.aspx

mailto:aashishps@motilaloswal.com
http://www.nseindia.com;
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A lot of investors I meet, on seeing this index movement also think that now we are all �me highs. Should we exit our equity investments?

Well, if we are lagging the index, we didn't go up with the index, so obviously we will not fall in line with the index. Our por�olio betas are in 
the range of 0.7 to 0.9. Beta is an indicator of correla�on of the por�olio movement with its underlying index – a beta of 1.2 means that with 
every 1% rise or fall in benchmark index the por�olio would rise or fall by 1.2% respec�vely. No point seeing the index and forming opinions 
about either the performance or the decision or withdrawing ones investments or booking profits, which were never extracted in the first 
place.

In fact I would say that we have been lucky over the last one year. With full benefit of hindsight if someone were to conclude that last year's 
markets were expensive, that means one feared a significant correc�on. Instead what we now have is a rela�vely be�er transi�on – a �me 
correc�on. In the last one year across por�olios that we manage the growth in earnings of underlying companies' on weighted average basis 
by por�olio ranges between 15% to 30% while the growth in NAVs are in the range of prac�cally zero to low single digits. On the other hand 
the Ni�y ex PSU Banks and few other loss making companies has an earnings growth of about 15% with a huge run up in the index levels. This 
means that even while we were underperforming, the index has go�en much more expensive while our por�olios have become more 
valuable by remaining at same price even while increasing the value of underlying earnings. To put it simply if ` 100 NAV declines to ` 75 
that's a 25% correc�on and on the other hand if ` 100 NAV represen�ng ` 4 of earnings per share remains at ` 100 while the earnings per 
share rises to ̀  5, that also is a 25% correc�on, albeit a much be�er experience than it could have been in the former case. Alterna�vely, say 
that a packet of 100g of biscuits costs ̀  100. If the prices are reduced by ̀  10, that's a 10% discount. Instead, if the grammage is increased to 
110g with the same price, that's also a 10% discount. In the first case the price falls, in the second case the value has risen despite the price 
remaining same. This is exactly what has happened to your por�olios with us. Given this scenario and the narrow move of the markets, we 
are convinced you and we are be�er of holding onto fundamentally sound companies without adding to our risks and ge�ng carried away 
with the market behaviour.

Why don't you stagger the investment or create different por�olios for different clients? Why do you invest inflows at one go?

Returns will be produced by the stocks that we own and the % alloca�on to those stocks. Returns are not produced by the varia�ons or 
uniqueness of underlying por�olios that are created for every successive lot of investors that come in as PMS subscribers. Further, it may be 
an impera�ve to vary por�olios of successive investors for certain strategies which are par�cipa�ng in stocks that are opera�ng in a market 
context like PSU Banks, cyclical, commodity stocks, interest rate sensi�ves. There is a context in which such stocks can be held for a certain 
�me frame and they are not suitable for secular buy and hold kind of approach. In case of MO PMS the average holding period for a stock has 
been in excess of 4-5 years with some being held for 10 years plus, our churn rates in por�olios are less than 15% in most years and a stock 
going out totally a new one coming in is a rare occurrence. Also, we do not hold any cyclical or commodi�es and hence if the holding period is 
reasonable, the role of �ming reduces. Lastly, staggering investments or making different alloca�ons for clients doesn't always work in favour 
of new clients. The only thing it does it gives different outcomes to different people for no concrete reasons and no certainty of outcomes of 
the ac�ons being taken. Varying por�olios for clients may ma�er to ini�al few weeks or months of experience but in that quest we may end 
up varying the long term outcomes also.

Further, the reason for not �ming entry into the markets is because we are opaque to your total asset alloca�on and % equity exposure out of 
the same. There are some people who may have given us 1 cr out of their 2 cr por�olio and there are many who give us Rs. 1 cr out of their Rs. 
20 cr por�olio spread across debt, equity, bank deposits and real estate. If you have taken all due considera�ons along with your advisors 
before alloca�ng say 5% of your por�olio to equity with us, and we do not allocate the same because we are wai�ng for markets to correct 
and then prices of shares we want to buy keep going up instead of going down, it is clearly tantamount to second guessing your decisions and 
causing you a delay in ge�ng invested. No wonder ques�ons of having invested immediately only come when markets go down instead of 
going up. If we assume that on any given day the chance the market will be up in next 1 month is 50% and down in next 1 month is 50%, at any 
�me 50% of the new investors would have a great entry and the rest a not so great entry. But if we deliberately hold cash in some cases and 
avoid holding cash in some cases, we have no science behind it! There is no science because as fund managers we can claim exper�se for 
buying right stocks by researching earnings of companies, not in predic�ng near term movements of share prices. Anyone who claims to do 
so is clearly misleading.

Lastly, there is no need to redeem or get concerned about your investments, they haven't rocketed as much as the index has with a narrow 
concentra�on, in fact as explained before our por�olios have gained in value even at same prices and eventually this value will reflect in the 
price. We did not get our returns because of index going up and we are not going to lose them because the index falls.

And a last word on elec�ons, I urge you to read again what I had wri�en to you a few weeks back. Reproducing the link herewith: 
h�ps://www.mo�laloswalmf.com/blogs/ceo-speak/returns-backed-by-strong-fundamentals-can-only-be-delayed-they-can-never-be-
denied/88

Yours Sincerely,

Aashish P. Somaiyaa

(CEO – Mo�lal Oswal AMC)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omaha,_Nebraska
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omaha,_Nebraska
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Details

Fund Manager : Shrey Loonker

Strategy Type : Open ended

Date of Incep�on : 24th March 2003

Benchmark : Ni�y 50 Index

Investment Horizon : 3 Years +

Key Por�olio Analysis

Standard Devia�on (%)

Beta

22.63%

1.00

Performance Data (Since Incep�on) Value Strategy

20.49%

0.82
stData as on 31  August 2018

stData as on 31  August 2018

Top 10 Holdings

Particulars % Alloca�on

HDFC Bank Ltd.

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd.

AU Small Finance Bank Ltd.

Bajaj Finserv Ltd.

Sun Pharmaceu�cals Ltd.

Bharat Petroleum Corpora�on Ltd.

Eicher Motors Ltd.

Bharat Forge Ltd.

Larsen & Toubro Ltd.

Bosch Ltd.

10.84

9.34

7.16

6.94

6.28

5.99

5.94

5.83

5.59

5.32

Nifty 50

The Above strategy returns are of a Model Client. Returns of individual clients may differ depending on factors such as time of entry/exit/ additional inflows in the strategy. The Above returns are 
calculated on NAV basis and are based on the closing market prices as on . Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. Returns above 1 year are annualized. Please refer to st31  August 2018
the disclosure document for further information.

Investment Objec�ve

The Strategy aims to benefit from the long 

term compounding effect on investments 

done in good businesses, run by great 

business managers for superior wealth 

creation. Value is a large cap oriented 

strategy where investments are made with 

long term perspective with industry leaders.

Value Strategy
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Top Sectors

*Above 5% & CashstData as on 31  August 2018

Sector Allocation % Alloca�on*

Banking & Finance

Auto & Auto Ancillaries

Oil & Gas

Pharmaceu�cals 

Engineering & Electricals

49.59

23.22

9.24

7.37

5.59

Cash 0.24

Period

Pe
rf

o
rm

an
ce

 in
 %

Value Strategy Ni�y 50 Index

5.93

9.62 9.05

12.40

20.50

14.05

19.86
17.77

15.30

13.58

10.08

16.38

10.36

15.43

0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 10 year 15 year

23.72

17.16

Since Incep�on

Market Capitalization

Large cap

Mid cap

Small cap

% EquityMarket Capitalization

89

9

1

15 year

13.91
12.88
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Details

Fund Manager : Manish Sonthalia

Strategy Type : Open ended

Date of Incep�on : 11th December 2007

Benchmark : Ni�y 500

Investment Horizon : 3 Years +

Key Por�olio Analysis

Standard Devia�on (%)

Beta

21.40%

1.00

Performance Data (Since Incep�on) Ni�y 500NTDOP

17.77%

0.69

Top 10 Holdings

Bajaj Finance Ltd.

Page Industries Ltd.

Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd.

Voltas Ltd.

Eicher Motors Ltd.

City Union Bank Ltd.

L&T Technology Services Ltd.

Bosch Ltd.

Godrej Industries Ltd.

Max Financial Services Ltd.

Particulars % Alloca�on

12.08

11.37

11.14

8.68

5.56

5.11

4.39

4.36

4.03

3.50
stData as on 31  August 2018

stData as on 31  August 2018

The Above strategy returns are of a Model Client. Returns of individual clients may differ depending on factors such as time of entry/exit/ additional inflows in the strategy. The Above returns are 
stcalculated on NAV basis and are based on the closing market prices as on 31  August 2018. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. Returns above 1 year are annualized. Please refer 

to the disclosure document for further information.

NTDOP Strategy Ni�y 500

15.20
16.38

17.82

26.37

35.25

28.07

25.66

14.92

15.50

14.43
11.95

13.82
11.10

0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00

30.00

18.82

6.50

1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 7 year 10 year Since Incep�on
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Top Sectors

*Above 5% & Cash

Banking & Finance

FMCG

Auto & Auto Ancillaries

Diversified

Pharmaceu�cals

Cash

34.50

13.27

12.71

4.53

0.16

Sector Allocation % Alloca�on*

stData as on 31  August 2018

18.99

Market Capitalization

Large cap

Mid cap

Small cap

% EquityMarket Capitalization

43

51

5

Investment Objec�ve

The Strategy aims to deliver superior returns 

by investing in stocks from sectors that can 

benefit from the Next Trillion Dollar GDP 

growth. It aims to predominantly invest in 

Small and Mid Cap stocks* with a focus on 

identifying potential winners that would 

participate in successive phases of GDP 

growth. Focus is on businesses benefitting 

from growth in GDP.
*The selection of the stocks will be based on the criteria of 

strategy at the time of initial ideation and investment made as per 

the model portfolio of the strategy

*
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40.00

19.06
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India Opportunity Por�olio Strategy Ni�y Smallcap 100

Top 10 Holdings

Particulars % Alloca�on

9.38

8.62

7.84

6.55

5.93

5.62

5.31

5.26

4.95

4.58

Development Credit Bank Ltd.

Au Small Finance Bank Ltd.

Birla Corpora�on Ltd.

Aegis Logis�cs Ltd.

TTK Pres�ge Ltd.

Gabriel India Ltd.

Quess Corp Ltd.

Alkem Laboratories Ltd.

Mahanagar Gas Ltd.

Dishman Carbogen Amcis Ltd.
stData as on 31  August 2018

Key Por�olio Analysis

Standard Devia�on (%)

Beta

19.57%

1.00

Performance Data (Since Incep�on) Ni�y Smallcap 100IOPS

15.26%

0.57
stData as on 31  August 2018

The Above strategy returns are of a Model Client. Returns of individual clients may differ depending on factors such as time of entry/exit/ additional inflows in the strategy. The Above returns are 
stcalculated on NAV basis and are based on the closing market prices as on 31  August 2018. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. Returns above 1 year are annualized. Please refer to 

the disclosure document for further information.

Top Sectors

*Above 5% & Cash

28.75

13.95

11.50

10.76

9.89

5.62

5.31

–

Sector Allocation % Alloca�on*

Banking & Finance

Oil & Gas

Cement & Infrastructure

Consumer Durable

Auto & Auto Ancillaries

Services

Cash
stData as on 31  August 2018

Pharmaceuticals

Portfolio Management Services | Regn No. PMS INP 000000670

Details

Fund Manager : Mr. Manish Sonthalia

Strategy Type : Open ended

Date of Incep�on : 11th Feb. 2010

Benchmark : Ni�y Smallcap 100

Investment Horizon : 3 Years +

Associate Fund
Manager                    : Mr. Atul Mehra   

Market Capitalization

Large cap

Mid cap

Small cap

% EquityMarket Capitalization

_

25

75

Investment Objec�ve

The Strategy aims to generate long term 

capital appreciation by creating a focused 

portfolio of high growth stocks having the 

potential to grow more than the nominal GDP 

for next 5-7 years across market 

capitalization and which are available at 

reasonable market prices.  The strategy is for 

investors who are keen to generate wealth by 

participating in India's growth story over a 

period of time.

11.33

14.92

18.39

23.47

16.65

-1.03

11.47
14.07

11.26

24.03

12.67

0.00
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Particulars % Allocation

10.62

8.05

7.86

6.79

6.69

6.26

6.05

5.25

4.91

4.76

Top 10 Holdings

Heg Ltd.

Gruh Finance Ltd.

Cholamandalam Investment And Finance Company Ltd.

Godrej Agrovet Ltd.

Ipca Lab Ltd.

Bajaj Electricals Ltd.

Coffee Day Enterprises Ltd.

Sundaram Fasteners Ltd.

Sobha Ltd.

JK Lakshmi Cement Ltd.
stData as on 31  August 2018

The Above strategy returns are of a Model Client. Returns of individual clients may differ depending on factors such as time of entry/exit/ additional inflows in the strategy. The Above returns are 
st

calculated on NAV basis and are based on the closing market prices as on 31  August 2018. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. Returns above 1 year are annualized. Please refer 
to the disclosure document for further information.

Key Por�olio Analysis

Standard Devia�on (%)

Beta

18.89%

1.00

Performance Data (Since Incep�on) Ni�y Smallcap 100IOP V2

17.38%

0.77
stData as on 31  August 2018

Portfolio Management Services | Regn No. PMS INP 000000670

Top Sectors

*Above 5% & Cash

24.34

20.06

10.46

8.00

6.05

5.25

Sector Allocation % Allocation*

Banking & Finance

Agriculture

Pharmaceuticals

Restaurants

Auto & Auto Ancillaries

stData as on 31  August 2018

Electricals & Electronics

0.92Cash

Details

Fund Manager : Mr. Manish Sonthalia

Strategy Type : Open ended

Date of Inception : 5th Feb. 2018

Benchmark : Nifty Smallcap 100

Investment Horizon : 3 Years +

Associate Fund
Manager                    : Mr. Atul Mehra 

Investment Objec�ve

The Strategy aims to deliver superior returns 

by investing in stocks from sectors that can 

benefit from India's emerging businesses. It 

aims to predominantly invest in Small and 

Midcap stocks* with a focus on identifying 

potential winners. Focus on Sectors and 

Companies which promise a higher than 

average growth.
*The selection of the stocks will be based on the criteria of 

strategy at the time of initial ideation and investment made as per 

the model portfolio of the strategy

Market Capitalization

Large cap

Mid cap

Small cap

% EquityMarket Capitalization

_

47

52

Performance

1 Months 2.72

Period Ni�y Smallcap 100IOP V2

-0.86

3 Months -2.05-3.11

stData as on 31  August 2018

6 Months -8.23-4.19

Since Incep�on 
(5th Feb 2018) -7.751.45
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All opinions, figures, charts/graphs, estimates and data included in this document are as on date and are subject to change without notice. While utmost 
care has been exercised while preparing this document, Motilal Oswal Asset Management Company Limited does not warrant the completeness or 
accuracy of the information and disclaims all liabilities, losses and damages arising out of the use of this information. No part of this document may be 
duplicated in whole or in part in any form and/or redistributed without prior written consent of the Motilal Oswal Asset Management Company Limited. 
Readers should before investing in the Strategy make their own investigation and seek appropriate professional advice. Investments in Securities are 
subject to market and other risks and there is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of any of the strategies of the Portfolio Management Services 
will be achieved. Clients under Portfolio Management Services are not being offered any guaranteed/assured returns. Past performance of the Portfolio 
Manager does not indicate the future performance of any of the strategies. The name of the Strategies do not in any manner indicate their prospects or 
return. The investments may not be suited to all categories of investors. Neither Motilal Oswal Asset Management Company Ltd. (MOAMC), nor any person 
connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this material. The recipient of this material should rely on their investigations and take their 
own professional advice. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed in this material, there may be regulatory, 
compliance, or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. The Portfolio Manager is not responsible for any loss or shortfall resulting from the operation of 
the strategy. Recipient shall understand that the aforementioned statements cannot disclose all the risks and characteristics. The recipient is requested to 
take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial condition, suitability to risk return, etc. and take professional advice before investing. As 
with any investment in securities, the value of the portfolio under management may go up or down depending on the various factors and forces affecting 
the capital market. For tax consequences, each investor is advised to consult his / her own professional tax advisor. This document is not for public 
distribution and has been furnished solely for information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. Persons into whose possession 
this document may come are required to observe these restrictions. No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistributed without' 
MOAMCs prior written consent. Distribution Restrictions - This material should not be circulated in countries where restrictions exist on soliciting business 
from potential clients residing in such countries. Recipients of this material should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. Recipients 
shall be solely liable for any liability incurred by them in this regard and will indemnify MOAMC for any liability it may incur in this respect. Securities 
investments are subject to market risk. Please read on carefully before investing.

Risk Disclosure And Disclaimer

THINK EQUITY
THINK MOTILAL OSWAL

For any PMS queries please call us on +91 22 39982602 or write to 
pmsquery@motilaloswal.com or visit www.motilaloswalmf.com


